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SECURITIES AND EXECUTIVE COMPENSATION

SEC Adopts Final Say-on-Pay Rules

On January 25, 2011, the Securities and Exchange Commission (the “SEC”) adopted �nal rules to imple-
ment the requirements of Section 951 of the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act 
which requires shareholder advisory votes on executive compensation (“Say-on-Pay” and “Say-on-
Frequency”) and golden parachute compensation (“Say-on-Golden-Parachutes”). 

The �nal rules will take effect on April 4, 2011, except that the Say-on-Golden-Parachutes vote require-
ments will become effective for business combination proxy statements �led on or after April 25, 2011.

Temporary Exemption for Smaller Reporting Companies
The �nal rules provide that smaller reporting companies (companies with a public �oat of less than $75 
million) will be temporarily exempt from the Say-on-Pay and Say-on-Frequency vote requirements until their 
�rst meeting of shareholders occurring on or after January 21, 2013.  Smaller reporting companies are still 
subject to the Say-on-Golden-Parachutes vote requirements during this temporary exemption period.

Say-on-Pay
At least once every three calendar years, companies must conduct a non-binding vote of the shareholders 
to approve the compensation of the company’s named executive of�cers (“NEOs”) as such compensation is 
disclosed in the Compensation Discussion and Analysis (“CD&A”) and in the tabular and narrative executive 
compensation disclosures required under SEC rules. A company is required to disclose in its CD&A whether 
and, if so, how a company’s compensation policies and decisions re�ect the results of its most recent 
Say-on-Pay vote. A company is also required to disclose that a Say-on-Pay vote is being conducted, explain 
the general effect of such vote (including the fact that it is non-binding) and disclose when the next 
Say-on-Pay vote will occur. In subsequent years, a company will be required to disclose the frequency of the 
Say-on-Pay vote then in effect. The compensation of directors and the company’s compensation risk 
assessment as it applies to employee compensation is not within the scope of the Say-on-Pay vote. While 
the new rule does not require a company to use any speci�c language in drafting the resolution for the 
shareholder proposal, the instructions provide an example of resolution language that would satisfy the new 
rule.

Say-on-Frequency
At least once every six calendar years, shareholders must be permitted to choose whether the Say-on-Pay 
vote should occur every one, two or three years. Alternatively, shareholders can abstain from voting on the 
Say-on-Frequency vote. The �nal rules do not require any speci�c language for the shareholder proposal. 
The SEC notes that it expects a company’s board of directors to include a recommendation as to the 
frequency of the Say-on-Pay vote. The SEC has clari�ed that a company may vote uninstructed proxy cards 
in accordance with management’s recommendation for the Say-on-Frequency vote only if it complies with 
the existing requirements of Rule 14a-4 to include a vote recommendation in the proxy statement, permit 
abstention on the proxy card, and include bolded language on the proxy card regarding how uninstructed 
shares will be voted.
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The �nal rules include a new note to existing Rule 14a-8(i)(10) that permits a company to exclude a 
shareholder proposal for a Say-on-Pay vote or a Say-on-Frequency vote only if the company has adopted 
a policy on the frequency of its Say-on-Pay vote that is consistent with the majority, rather than a plurality, 
of votes cast in the most recent Say-on-Frequency vote. If none of the three alternatives (annual, biannual, 
triennial) received a majority of the votes cast, then a company will not be permitted to exclude a share-
holder proposal regarding a Say-on-Pay vote or a Say-on-Frequency vote.

The �nal rules also require a company to disclose its policy on the Say-on-Frequency advisory vote as a 
new Item 5.07(d) disclosure on a Form 8-K not later than 150 calendar days following the date of the 
shareholder meeting at which the Say-on-Pay was conducted, but in no event later than 60 calendar days 
before the deadline for submission of shareholder proposals pursuant to Rule 14a-8 for the next annual 
meeting.

Application to TARP Recipients
Financial institutions that received assistance under the Troubled Asset Relief Program (“TARP”) are 
required by the Emergency Economic Stabilization Act of 2008 (“EESA”) to conduct a separate annual 
shareholder vote to approve executive compensation during the period in which they have outstanding 
TARP obligations.  Since the requirements of Rule 14a-21 regarding the Say-on-Pay vote and Say-on-
Frequency vote would be duplicative to the vote required under EESA, the SEC exempted �nancial 
institutions with outstanding TARP obligations from the Say-on-Pay and Say-on-Frequency vote require-
ments of Rule 14a-21 until the �nancial institution has repaid all of its outstanding TARP obligations.  
Financial institutions with outstanding TARP obligations are still subject to the Say-on-Golden-Parachutes 
vote requirements.

Say-on-Golden-Parachutes
A company must provide new tabular and narrative disclosure regarding all “golden parachute compensa-
tion arrangements,” as well as a non-binding advisory vote to approve such arrangements, in proxy 
statements for meetings at which shareholders are asked to approve a change in control transaction, 
unless such arrangements have been previously disclosed and subjected to a prior Say-on-Pay vote. This 
new tabular and narrative disclosure regarding golden parachute compensation arrangements is much 
more detailed than the disclosure currently required by proxy rules. Golden parachute compensation 
arrangements refer to all agreements or understandings (whether written or unwritten) between each NEO 
and the acquiring company or the target company concerning any type of compensation (whether 
present, deferred or contingent) that is based on or otherwise relates to a change in control transaction.

If the company modi�es its golden parachute compensation arrangements after the prior Say-on-Pay vote 
and such modi�cations result in an increase in the value of the total compensation payable upon the 
change in control transaction, then the new or revised arrangements must be resubmitted for shareholder 
approval in a new advisory Say-on-Golden-Parachutes vote. Since the Say-on-Golden-Parachutes vote is 
non-binding, there may not be any adverse consequences to a negative vote. Since the Say-on-Golden-
Parachutes vote is non-binding, it is yet unknown whether institutional shareholders and proxy advisory 
�rms will develop policies that might in�uence a company’s response to such votes.
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Actions Companies Need to Take Now
■ Begin compiling the information necessary to include a supporting statement in the Say-on-Pay vote 

proposal that advocates for your executive compensation program.  Consider using graphics and tabular 
presentations to deliver this information in a concise and persuasive manner.

■ If you have not already done so, begin compiling the information necessary to include an executive 
summary in the CD&A that: (1) clearly demonstrates the correlation between executive compensation 
and company performance under your executive compensation program (especially the performance 
measures used under your incentive compensation programs); and (2) discusses the shareholder-friendly 
features of your executive compensation program and explains the use of, or provides the rationale for, 
any problematic pay practices identi�ed by institutional shareholders and proxy advisory �rms (e.g., 
Institutional Shareholder Services (“ISS”)).

■ Consider including a recommendation on the frequency of Say-on-Pay votes, as such recommendation 
enables a company to vote uninstructed proxy cards in accordance with management’s recommendation 
on the Say-on-Frequency vote.  Shareholder groups like ISS have expressed their preference for annual 
Say-on-Pay votes, so if recommending a frequency other than annual, companies should set forth a 
compelling rationale to support the less frequent Say-on-Pay vote.  Also consider including a supporting 
statement for management’s Say-on-Frequency vote recommendation if such recommendation is for 
other than an annual Say-on-Pay vote.  

■ In determining whether to include the Say-on-Golden-Parachutes vote and related disclosure in your 
proxy statement for an annual meeting, consider that including such disclosure will result in ISS applying 
its Proxy Voting Guidelines on Golden Parachutes as part of its analysis of your Say-on-Pay vote, and 
may result in greater weight being given to the Golden Parachutes component of the overall Say-on-Pay 
evaluation.

■ The disclosure required in connection with the Say-on-Golden-Parachutes vote is much more detailed 
and will be more time consuming to prepare than the disclosure required in the proxy statement 
prepared in connection with annual meeting of shareholders.  Given the increased disclosure require-
ments and the likelihood that “golden parachute compensation arrangements” may change before any 
potential change in control transaction, we expect that companies will forego including a Say-on-
Golden-Parachutes vote in their annual meeting proxy statement.

If you have any questions regarding this LEGALcurrents®, or assistance in implementing any of the new 
rules discussed herein, please do not hesitate to contact any member of our �rm’s Securities Group or 
Executive Compensation Group at 585-232-6500. ■
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